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Level 2 Satellite Data
• Derived geophysical variables 
at the same resolution and location 
as the instrument source data
• Satellite observation geometry
• Products are geospatially and 
temporally referenced by variables 
(no grid dimensions)
Level 2 Data Access Challenges
• Large File Sizes (>100MB)
• Files contain multiple swaths / instruments / orbits
• Determining required variables
• Data extraction within region of interest
GES DISC Level 2 Subsetting Service
• Allows users to select desired variables, 
spatial domains, time slices, and dimensions
• Streamlines file layout and contents
• Eliminates need to download entire file
• Reduces file size 
• Saves storage and bandwidth resources
Level 2 Subsetter Interface
File Search
• Select any temporal range 
over the mission duration
• Subset links are generated 
for each granule containing 
data within the subset 
parameters
Spatial Subsetting
RadialLat/Lon Box Point
Temporal Subsetting
Date ranges may be narrowed down by: 
Diurnal (Time of Day) subsets are also supported:
Radial, Box, & Temporal Subsetting
GPM Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) observations during tornado outbreaks in May 2019. 
Variable Selection
• Any number of variables
• Select groups
• Display variable name and 
description
• File structure view
• Required variables 
automatically selected and 
included by the service
• Geospatial
• Temporal
• Etc.
Dimensional Subsetting
• Any number of 
dimension indices 
• Display dimension 
indices and value (where 
appropriate) 
• File structure view
Dimensional Subsetting
Pressure Level subsets of Temperature observations from five MLS soundings
Refactoring the Data Presentation
Crop (Default)
• File is trimmed to region of interest
Full 
• File is not trimmed and data outside subset region are set to “missing”
Vector
• Most Compact: Spatial dimensions collapsed into time-ordered 1D array
Three different ways 
to get subset results:
Refactoring a Radial Subset Result
Full
Crop
Vector
Missing values trimmed
Data rows repositioned
into 1-dimensional array
Radial Subset
Upcoming Features
Output conversion of all products to netCDF4
• For all supported missions
• With CF-compliant metadata
Addition of UTC time to all output products
• Users will not have to deal with complicated native time types
Supported Missions
• OMI (Aura Ozone Monitoring Instrument) – Original, Zoom, and L2G
• MLS (EOS Aura Microwave Limb Sounder) 
• OCO-2 (Orbiting Carbon Observatory) – Lite
• ACOS (Atmospheric CO2 Observations from Space) – Lite
• GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement)
• Sentinel-5P TROPOMI (TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument) – Original and HiRes
• (Coming Soon) AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder)
• (Coming Soon) OCO-3 (Orbiting Carbon Observatory)
Application Program Interface 
• No          ,           ,           ,          , etc.
• Script-based access to Search and Subset services
• Works in Windows, Mac, and UNIX environments
• Supports asynchronous requests
• Documentation and code samples in “How-To” articles
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